Department of Applied Mechanics
Short-listing Criteria for admission to PG Programmes (2016 - 2017)
Interview/written test for Ph.D. on Monday, 05.12.2016
Interview/written test forM.S.(Rl on Monday,05.1~.2016
Ph.D. (Full Time I Part Time):

1. Candidates with M. Tech degree:
Minimum Qualification
Category

-

Minimum of 72.5 %* Marks or CGPA of 8.0 on a scale of 10 (aggregate of all

General and aBC

years) in M.Tech. or equivalent degree.
-

Minimum of 65 % Marks or CGPA of 7.25 on a scale of 10 (aggregate of all

SC!STand PH

. years) in M.Tech. or equivalent degree.
2. Candidates with B.Tech. degree:
::l-M-i-n-im-u-m"'--Q-u--a-Ii-fi-c-at-i-o-n-------

~~tegory

General and aBC

I

--1

Minimum of 75 % Marks or CGPA of 8.25 on a scale of 10 (aggregate of all
years) in B.Tech. or eqUivalent degree and a valid GATE score*'" for candidates
applying for Full Time admission,
Minimum of 70 % Marks or CGPA of 7.75 on a scale of 10 (aggregate of all

giST and PH

years) in B.Tech. or eqUivalent degree and a valid GATE score** for candidates
applying for Full Time admission.
M.Tech.,M.S. (Research) {Full Time}
1.

Candidates to appear for the InterView/written tese:

I_.Category

Minimum Qualification

i

-_.

GATE score of 650 and Minimum of 60 % Marks or CGPA of 6.75 on a scale of 10

General

(aggregate of all years) in B.Tech. or equivalent degree.

aBC

GATE score of 630 and Minimum of 60 % Marks or CGPA of 6.75 on a scale of 10

SC!STand PH

GATE score of 425 and Minimum of 55 % Marks or CGPA of 6.25 on a scale of 10

(aggregate of all years) in B.Tech. or equivalent degree.
(aggregate of all years) in B.Tech. or equivalent degree.
-M.Tech., M.S. (Research) {Part Time / Sponsored}
.-'

Same as above for Full Time candidates except that these candidates need not have the valid GATE score.
~The Illstitute criteria for part-time/sponsored candidates (M,Tech" MS(R) and Ph,D.) as regards experience
will be adhered to. However, part-time/sponsored Ph.D. candidates with minimum three years experience
may be shortlisted with 70% marks in M,Tech. (CGPA 775).
U
B,Tech applicants from IITs graduating with a CGPA of 8,0 or above are also eligible for admission and
exempted from the requirement of a valid GATE score.

H
Students from eFTls having CGPA 8.00/10 and above (or minimum 72.5%) at the end of 3'd year are also
eligible for appearing at the interview. For admission, If selected the graduating CGPA required is 8.00/10 ( or
72.5%) The requirement for GATE score is also exempted,

Candidates with a GATE score of 900 and above, or liT B.Techs. with a graduating CGPA of 8.5 and above, will
be given Direct admission to the M.Tech-lM.S.(R) program i.e. without the need for entrance exam/interview.
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